Eos FIGURE COPYRIGHT PERMISSIONS LETTER
Dear Eos AUTHOR:

Because you have indicated that your Eos manuscript contains one or more figures/tables/photos
that are neither your original work nor in the public domain, formal permission for its/their use
must be secured from the copyright holder(s). Material is considered published if it appears in
print, in electronic media, or on the internet, and thus permission for reuse is necessary.
For each figure/table/photo in your manuscript that is reprinted or modified from another source
(this includes any that were redrawn but are basically unaltered or have even moderate
modifications), Eos needs to receive documentation from the copyright holder granting
permission to use the figure in your manuscript. Permission must be received before your paper
can be published. (Note that some publishers also require permission from the authors of the
published paper.) You may find the attached copyright permission request form helpful as you
contact the copyright holder to secure the necessary permissions. Either this form or one used by
the publisher for granting reuse permission is acceptable.
If the original copyright holder has given blanket permission for reuse with credit, return a copy
of the published permission statement to Eos via the instructions below. Make sure that credit is
given in the figure caption with a citation to a reference in the manuscript’s reference list.
Material originally published in AGU publications does not require copyright permission as long
as proper credit is given in the figure caption and references.
Once permission has been secured, please send a copy by e-mail (eosfax@agu.org), or fax (202777-7440), and mail the original, signed form to AGU headquarters at your earliest convenience.
If we have not received this permission by the time of editorial acceptance, an Eos staff member
will contact you to follow up. Please note that not securing permission in a timely manner will
result in delayed publication.
Our purpose is to comply with U.S. laws regarding the use of copyright-protected material.
We ask that you check carefully to be sure that all the figures/tables/photos in your article
are in compliance with copyright law.
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